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Experimental Evidence of a Nonlinear Transition from Convective to Absolute Instability
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We report both experimentally and analytically a transition from a convective to an absolute regime
for a Kelvin-Helmholtz unstable sheared interface between two fluids in parallel flow in a Hele-
Shaw cell. Experimental evidence is obtained by measurements from both sides of this transition,
via two independent tests. The results are in good agreement with the nonlinear transition recently
described in a theoretical analysis [Couairon and Chomaz, Physica (Amsterdam)108D, 236 (1997)].
[S0031-9007(99)08489-6]

PACS numbers: 47.20.Ft, 47.20.Ky, 47.20.Ma, 47.60.+ i
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The concepts of convective and absolute instabiliti
have been initially developed in the context of plasma [1
and have been also successfully used in hydrodynam
[2] and optics [3]. These concepts apply as soon
instability waves propagate in the laboratory frame, a
open geometry raises the difficult problem of noise
perturbation amplification compared to advection. W
study this phenomenon in the case of a hydrodynam
open flow. Open flows, by contrast to closed flows, a
characterized by the existence of a mean flow resulting
the advection of all the fluid particles out of the setup.
an instability occurs in such an open flow, it can be eith
a convective instability (CI) or an absolute instabilit
(AI). A basic property of the CI is that a local flow
perturbation in space and time triggers a wave pack
that spreads but is advected downstream: after a transi
the perturbation is no more present in a finite setu
In the AI regime, perturbations never leave the syste
and nonlinear self-sustained structures are observed.
velocity of the rear front of the wave packet in a CI can b
deduced from a Ginzburg-Landau (GL) model equatio
[4,5], but it is only recently that two different scaling
laws have been predicted for the growth length of th
self-sustained structures existing in an AI [6]. A strikin
example of flow exhibiting a CI/AI transition is the
wake behind an obstacle, where self-sustained structu
at a specific intrinsic frequency develop in the so-calle
Bénard–von Kármán vortex street [7]. In this case, as
most open flow configurations, the flow is nonparallel (th
mean-velocity profile is nonuniform in the streamwis
direction), and, as the control parameter evolves spatia
local and global descriptions have to be considered [
For instance, in classical mixing layer experiments, th
shear zone increases downstream by diffusion. Howev
in heated jets [8] or mixing layer with back flow [9]
experiments, the CI/AI transition observed is in goo
agreement with predictions obtained for parallel veloci
profiles [10]. One approach to study the CI/AI transitio
in an homogeneous basic flow has been to conside
well characterized instability of a closed flow and t
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superimpose a mean flow, e.g., an open Taylor-Coue
or Rayleigh-Bénard setup with through flow [11–13]. I
such experiments, the basic instability is governed by
first control parameter, whereas a second parameter
mean flow) controls the advection of the structures a
thus the convective or absolute nature of the instabili
In these experiments, permanent structures are obse
downstream even in the CI regime. Such structures
called noise-sustained as they result from the spa
amplification of perturbations existing at the inlet. Th
CI/AI transition was then characterized by the evol
tion of the temporal spectrum of the structures, fro
a broad peak corresponding to the behavior of a lar
band noise amplifier (CI) to a thin peak correspondin
to the behavior of an oscillator (AI). Furthermore, th
CI/AI transition in these experiments was shown recen
to occur linearly [6].

In this Letter, we report the experimental evidence
a nonlinear CI/AI transition in a permanent parallel she
flow when increasing an unique parameter. We choose
realize such a shear between a gas and a liquid in a H
Shaw cell (consisting of two plates separated by a sm
gap) as the geometry inhibits the streamwise evolution
the basic flow. In such cells, much attention has been p
to the normal displacement of one fluid by another: th
situation leads to the Saffman-Taylor instability [14] whe
the displaced fluid is more viscous than the displaci
fluid. Less attention has been paid to the dynamics of
interface between two fluids in a parallel flow. Recentl
we have shown both experimentally and analytica
that the interface becomes Kelvin-Helmholtz unstab
when the shear is large enough [15]. We report he
measurements of the rear front velocity of an unstab
wave packet in the CI regime and of the growth leng
of the self-sustained structures in the AI regime. The
measurements enable us to characterize, both from be
and from above, the CI/AI transition.

The Hele-Shaw cell is made of two thick parallel glas
plates separated by a thin plastic sheet (thicknessb 
0.35 mm) delimiting a rectangular cavity (vertical heigh
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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h  0.1 m, horizontal lengthL  1.2 m) where the flu-
ids flow (Fig. 1). Gravity acts in the plane of the cell an
is perpendicular to the gas-liquid interface. The gas is
trogen (viscositymgas  17.5 3 1026 Pa ? s and density
rgas  1.28 kg ? m23) and the liquid is silicon oil (vis-
cositymliq  0.020 Pa ? s, densityrliq  952 kg ? m23,
and interfacial tensiong  0.021 N ? m21). The two flu-
ids enter the cell, with the gas above the liquid, at a reg
lated pressurePin and flow out of the cell at a lower
pressurePout. The interface position is recorded an
analyzed by video means. The pressure differenceDP 
Pin 2 Pout can be adjusted in the range0 104 Pa with
fluctuations less than 0.2%. At low flow rates, the tw
fluids flow in parallel with a horizontal interface, and th
transverse averaged velocityui of each fluid obeysbelow
threshold to Darcy’s law: ui  2b2ys12 mid,P [14],
where i stands forgas or liq. The pressure gradient
,P being the same for the two fluids everywhere, th
velocitiesUgas and Uliq of the basic flow are linked by
the relationmgasUgas  mliqUliq. Because of the strong
viscosity contrast, we haveUliq ø Ugas. The typical
Reynolds numbers of the flowsRei  miUibyrid are
about102 for the gas and1021 for the liquid and the flow
is thus laminar. In such a Hele-Shaw cell, the shear zo
does not evolve downstream since the vorticity diffusio
is hindered by the small transverse dimension. The wid
of the shear zone is imposed by the thickness of the c
and is thus constant both in space and time [16]. W
look now at the response of the interface to a perturbati
for different gas velocitiesUgas. The interface position
can be perturbed locally (at the end of the splitter tongu
by a small variation of the oil injection controlled by an
electrovalve.

For a periodic forcing and at low enoughUgas, the
harmonic perturbation of the interface propagates but
damped [Fig. 2(a)]. At large enoughUgas, the linear
waves are amplified, become nonlinear in sha
[Fig. 2(c)], and saturate further downstream, propagati
as periodic localized waves (roughly 3 mm high an
3 mm wide, separated by a distance of a few centimete
The marginal state is observed [Fig. 2(b)] for the critic
velocity Ucgas  4.22 mys obtained for the most unstable
frequencyf  0.4 Hz. We will use hereafter the reduced
control parametere  sUgas 2 Ucgas dyUcgas .

Let us now present the dynamics of the interface r
sponse to a local impulse forcing [17]. This response
sketched in Fig. 3 in a spatiotemporal format where t
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FIG. 1. Experimental Hele-Shaw cell.
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grey level of one horizontal video line is plotted versu
time. This line is taken slightly above (typically 1 mm) the
unperturbed interface and recorded anyDt  1 s. Hence,
in these spatiotemporal images, the waves appear as d
continuous or dashed lines. Fore , 0, the initial perturba-
tion is advected but damped [Fig. 3(a)]. For0 , e , ea,
the perturbation induces a wave packet, whose extensi
grows in time as several waves appear progressively b
hind the first one [Fig. 3(b)]. The leading front corre-
sponds to the same leading wave whereas the rear fro
travels at a much smaller velocityVr . At larger times, the
wave packet is advected by the flow away from the sourc
and out of the cell. This observed unstable state is th
clearly convective. If no other impulse is triggered, the in
terface remains perfectly flat all along the 1.2 m of the cel
No noise-sustained structures are observed in the set
Whene increases, the velocityVr decreases: it takes more
time for the wave packet to leave the cell and for the in
terface to return to its unperturbed flat state. Above th
value ea  0.050, the interface never stays flat, the rea
of the packet remaining close to the inlet with a zero mea
velocity [Fig. 3(c)]. Note that this is also the case even be
fore the impulse is introduced, as the permanent respon
to previous perturbations. The distanceH from the tip of
the splitter tongue over which no sustained waves are o
served is defined experimentally as the distance at whi
the amplitude of the waves reaches one-third of its satur
tion value [e.g.,H  8 cm, in Fig. 3(c)].

In order to characterize the CI/AI transition both from
below and above, we have measuredVr in the CI
regime (Fig. 4) andH in the other regime (Fig. 5) as
a function of e. The rear front velocityVr decreases
when the shear increases (Fig. 4) with the power la
predicted by a linearized GL equation [4,5]. However
the rear front velocity is still nonzero when sustaine
structures appearse  0.050d and an extrapolation of the
fit gives zero for e  0.142. For the sustained wave
regime, we first have to answer if these waves are nois
sustained or self-sustained. The growth length for nois
sustained structures is known to scale ase21 with a
prefactor depending on the noise amplitude [11]. I
our case, this scaling does not fit theH variations of
Fig. 5. More precisely, we observe thatH (sometimes
called the healing length [5,11,12]) is small at a larg

FIG. 2. Snapshots of the interface downstream of the splitt
tong (in black): (a) Below threshold fore  20.02; (b) at
thresholdse  0d; and (c) above threshold fore  0.02. The
images are 7 cm long, and the wave velocity is of the order o
a few mmys.
1443
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FIG. 3. Spatiotemporal evolution of the interface after
single impulse for (a)e  20.04, (b) e  0.04, and (c)e 
0.08. The flow direction is horizontal (only the first 25 cm
are displayed) and the time vertical upwards [respective
(a) 50 s, (b) 130 s, and (c) 270 s]. The dark lines correspo
to interfacial waves propagating downstream (from left t
right). Each arrow indicates the instant when an impulse h
been triggered.

flow rate, increases when decreasing the shear, a
diverges for ea  0.050. We can thus conclude tha
the waves are self-sustained, specific to an AI regim
Furthermore, recent theoretical analysis close above
CI/AI transition [6] predicts thatH scales asse 2

ead21y2 when the transition to the AI occurs precisel
at the linearly predicted CI/AI transition, whereasH
scales as2 lnse 2 ead when thenonlinear effects cause
the transition to the AI to occur before thelinearly
predicted CI/AI transition, thus still in the linear CI
regime. The scalingse 2 ead21y2 is found in Ref. [6]
to fit well previous data for the healing length obtained
the open Taylor-Couette [5,11] or Rayleigh-Bénard [1
configurations, but no experimental example was know
for the scaling2 lnse 2 ead. As shown in Fig. 5, we find
that our measurements forH are well fitted by the scaling
2 lnse 2 ead and not by the scalingse 2 ead21y2. This
result demonstrates that the transition to the AI regime
controlled by nonlinearities. Note that we find that th
power spectrum of the time signal of our self-sustaine
1444
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FIG. 4. Rear front velocityVr as a function of the reduced
control parametere: Experimental measurementsssd and
fit s—d derived from a linearized GL equation [4,5], yielding
Vr smysd  0.0049 2 0.0128e1y2.

structures is not sharp. This is possibly due to the stro
nonlinearities that make the wave train unstable becau
of secondary instabilities.

Let us now present our linear stability analysis of th
shear flow. By considering a Haagen-Poiseuille parabo
profile in the gapb of the cell for the velocityu, we have
shown [15] that the average of the Navier-Stokes equat
through the gap leads to the following two-dimension
equation for the gap-averaged velocityu:

≠u
≠t

1
6
5

su ? =du  2
1
r

=p 2
12y

b2 u . (1)

Note that for steady parallel flow, the left-hand sid
of Eq. (1) is zero and the basic flow thus follow
Darcy’s law.

A Fourier mode analysis assuming small sinewave p
turbations,expfiskx 2 vtdg superimposed to the basic
stationary and unidirectional discontinuous velocity pro
file leads to the following dispersion relation when takin
into account the boundary conditions:
p

4
gk3 2

6
5

sr1U2
1 1 r2U2

2 dk2 1

"
11
5

sr1U1 1 r2U2dv 1 Drg 1 i
12sm1U1 1 m2U2d

b2

#
k 2

sr1 1 r2dv2 2 i
12sm1 1 m2dv

b2  0 . (2)
n
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The interface between the two fluids (indices 1 an
2) is submitted to the usual continuity of displaceme
and to a jump in pressure due to surface tension (t
py4 factor in the surface tension term being due to th
permanent transverse curvature of the meniscus [14]).
have already developed the linear stability analysis from
temporal point of view in a recent paper [15]. We giv
here the spatial approach: the spatial branchesksvd are
obtained by solving the dispersion relation [Eq. (2)] fo
complex wave numbersk sk  kr 1 ikid, whereasv is
d
t

he
e
e
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e

r

taken real. This choice is suitable when looking for spatia
amplification of periodic time disturbances. The real pa
kr is the wave number and2ki is the spatial growth
rate. The three spatial branches2kisvd are plotted in
Fig. 6. The direction of propagation of each wave can b
determined by studying the sign ofki for large imaginary
part of v. Two waves propagate downstream and th
corresponding branches are calledk1

1 and k1
2 , whereas

the third one,k2
1 , propagates upstream. The solutionk1

2

is always stables2k1
2i , 0d and k1

1 is stable or unstable
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FIG. 5. Healing lengthH as a function of the reduced control
parametere: Experimental measurementsssd and theoretical
fit s—d with the scaling law2 lnse 2 ead in the inset.

depending on the magnitude of the control parameterU1
and on the frequency rangev. The instability threshold
is found to beU1c  4.00 mys [Fig. 6(a)] in agreement
with our previous temporal linear stability analysis [15]
For higher values ofU1 the two branchesk1

1 and k2
1

deform and pinch off forea  sU1a 2 U1c dyU1c  0.069
[Fig. 6(b)]. This branch pinching at which≠vy≠k  0
is the signature of the CI/AI transition [2], the nonlinea
analysis remaining to be done. These analytical resu
are thus in good agreement with the experimental part.

In summary, we have studied the experimental im
pulse response of the interface and found a CI/AI trans
tion when increasing the unique control parameter slight
above the stable/unstable transition. We have charact

FIG. 6. Theoretical spatial growth rate2ki for the three
branches [2k11i s—d, 2k2

1i s— - —d, and 2k1
2i s---d] as a

function of the wave frequencyv: (a) at the instability
threshold for U1c  4.00 mys se  0d and (b) at the CI/AI
transition for ea  0.069. The values ofr1, r2, m1, m2, b,
g, andg correspond to the experimental configuration.
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ized well the CI/AI transition both from below and above
by measurements of the rear front velocityVr of the wave
packets in the CI regime and of the healing lengthH
of the self-sustained structures in the AI regime. More
over, theH measurements are well fitted by the scalin
2 lnse 2 ead, demonstrating that a nonlinear AI regime
occurs before the linearly predicted CI/AI transition. Thi
is confirmed by the fact that the value of the contro
parameter corresponding to the experimental transiti
sea  0.050d is smaller than the one predicted by the
linear stability analysissea  0.069d.
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